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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Consider a second-order ordinary differential equation 
u” = f(t, u, u’) (1) 
with the boundary conditions 
u(a) sin n - u’(a) cos a = 0, u(b) sin p - u’(b) cos p = 0. (2) 
In what follows we assume that I= [a, 61 is a finite segment, a E 
]-n/2, 7c/2], 8 E [--71/2,7c/2[ and the function j? I x R’ -+ R satisfies the 
local Caratheodory conditions, i.e.,f(+, X, y): I-t R is measurable for every 
x, y E R,f(t, +, .): R* + R is continuous for almost every t E I and 
suP{lf(.,x,y)l:x2+Y2~pJE~(~) for p > 0. 
Furthermore, let f(t, 0, 0) = 0. 
Several authors (see, e.g., [l-6] and the references quoted therein) have 
derived conditions under which the problem (i), (2) has infinitely many 
solutions, and what is more, a number K can be chosen such that for any 
nonnegative integer n > K there exists a solution with exactly n zeros in 
]a, 61 (it is worth mentioning that in [4 ] a two-dimensional differential 
system was studied instead of (1)). In particular, these conditions are 
fulfilled when (1) is the equation of Emden-Fowler type 
u” = -p(t) / 24 IA sign 24 (3) 
with 1 > 1 and a continuous p: I+ 10, +cr, [. For 0 < L < 1 the problem (3), 
(2) is treated by Theorem 15.9 of [4], but under the assumption that (3) has 
no nonzero solutions satisfying zero initial conditions, which imposes some 
additional restrictions on the coefficient p. 
Our purpose is to extend the above-mentioned results. 
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2. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Set R + = [0, +co [, R: = R + X R + and for each segment I,, c R denote by 
AC’ (I,) the set of all functions u: I, -+ R having absolutely continuous first 
derivatives (besides, C’(I,) will stand for the usual Banach space of 
continuously differentiable functions given on I,). 
Let u E (?([a,,, b ]), where [a,, b,] c R and u’(t) + u’*(t) f 0 on [a,, b,]. 
A continuous ~0: [a,, b,] -+ R is said to be an angular function of u if 
tg cp(t) = ~‘(w@> when t E [a,, b,] and u(t) # 0 
(cf. [4, p. 1531). Although the set of angular functions corresponding to a 
given u is infinite, ach of these functions can be uniquely specified by 
indication f its value in a,. 
In this section we state the main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let r > 0 and i E (0, 1 }. Suppose that 
(a) all solutions u of Eq. (1) satisfying the relation 
u2(t,) + u”(t,) < r2 at some t, E I, (4) 
are continuable to the whole of I; 
(b) a certain solution u, of Eq. (1) under the initial conditions 
u(u) = r cos(a + 7ti), u’(u) = r sin(a + 7ri) (5) 
and its derivative u; have no common zeros on I; 
(c) for a < t < b, x2 + y* < r* the inequality 
f~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~l~l~I~l~+~~~~~l~I+l~l~ (6) 
holds where the functions p, q: I + R + are summuble, p dtflers from zero on 
a set of positive measure, h: R: + R + is continuous and for all E 
(0 < E < 742) 
.liT+ (l/p) h(p cm cp, p sin q> = +03 + 
uniformly with respect to (p f? [0,7t/2 - e]. 
If, in addition, (p,, is an angular function of u,, and ~~(a) = a, then for any 
nonnegative integer n > (p - &b))/n the problem (l), (2) has a solution u 
with exactly n zeros in ]a, b[ such that 
(-1)i u(t) > 0 for t > u sufficiently close to a. (7) 
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Calculation of rp,(b) appearing in Theorem 1 is, in general, connected with 
some difficulties. But certain additional assumptions allow us to obtain a 
priori lower bound of c+,(b) in a comparatively simple way. 
DEFINITION 1. Let the functions g,: I+ R and g,: I+ R + be summable, 
and let K be a nonnegative integer. We write 
(g, 9 g2) E Z,(Z; 4 P> (8) 
iff the solution a, of the initial value problem 
p’ = g,(t) cos* rp -g*(t) lcos v, sin p] -sin* rp, p(a) = Q, (9) 
satisfies the inequality &I) > Z? - rcrc. 
Some effective conditions which guarantee (8) can be derived from 
Lemmas 11.12-11.14 of [7] and Theorems l-3 of [8] (see also Corollary 2 
below). 
COROLLARY 1. Let the inequalities (6) and 
f(t~x~~>signx~g,(t)Ixl-g2(t)I~l-gg,(t)g(lxl~I~l) (10) 
be jiilJilled in Z x R*, where the functions p, q and h are the same as in 
Theorem 1, the inclusion (8) holds, g, E L(Z), g: R: --*R+ is continuous, does 
not decrease in both variables and 
.tyrn (l/P) dP> PI =0. (11) 
Then for any integer n 2 K and any i E {0, 1 } the problem (l), (2) possesses 
a solution u having exactly n zeros in ]a, b[ and satisfying (7). 
COROLLARY 2. Let the inequalities (6) and (10) hold in Z x R*, where 
the functions p, q, h, g, and g are the same as in Corollary 1, and g, < 0 and 
g, > 0 are constants such that for some integer IC, 
b-a< (l:;+KiI:) s*+g:s,-g, 
(12) 
(tga= +oo if a = 42, tgP= ---co if p= -742). Then the assertion of 
Corollary 1 is valid. 
Remark. For K = 0, a = 7c/2 and /I = -n/2, (12) is the well-known Vallee 
Poussin inequality (see, e.g., [7, p. 1161). 
Under the conditions of Corollaries 1 and 2 all solutions of Eq. (1) are 
continuable to the whole ofZ. This is not the case if the inequality (6) does 
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not hold for large values of x2 + y*. We have such a situation i Theorem 2, 
which may turn out to be applicable even if the condition (a) of Theorem 1 
is violated for any r > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let, for some r > 0, the condition (c) of Theorem 1 be 
fulfilled, and let the inequality (10) hold in I x R2, where g, E L(I), g is the 
same as in Corollary 1 and (g,, g2) E Z,(I; a, B). Then for any nonnegative 
integer n and any i E (0, 1) the problem (l), (2) possesses a solution u 
having exactly n zeros in ]a, b[ and satisfying (7). 
COROLLARY 3. Let, for some r > 0, the condition (c) of Theorem 1 be 
fulfilled, and let the inequality (10) hold in Z x R2, where g, E L(Z), g is the 
same as in Corollary 1 and g, < 0 and g, > 0 are constants satisfying (12) 
with rc = 0. Then the assertion of Theorem 2 is valid. 
The condition (c) in Theorem 1 concerns the behavior off (t, -, a) at the 
plane origin. We are now going to state the analogs of Theorem 1 and its 
corollaries for functions which are, in a certain sense, superlinear t the 
infinity. For this purpose we have to impose some additional restrictions  
the growth of f with respect o the last variable. As was shown by H. 
Epheser [9], who extended to the Caratheodory case the results of S. N. 
Bernstein and M. Nagumo, the condition defined below provides a priori 
estimates for derivatives ofbounded solutions of (1). 
DEFINITION ‘2. The function f is said to satisfy the Bernstein-Nagumo 
condition if for any < > 0 
If(4 x9 Yl < 4 Y I; mxt; z;> + I Y I> for tE1, Ixl,<C, yER, 
where r(. ; [) E L(I), w(. ; [): R + + IO, +co [ is continuous and 
(13) 
l +m ds 0 w(s;=++cL). 
THEOREM 3. Let r > 0, i E (0, l}, and let f satisfy the Bernstein- 
Nagumo condition. Suppose that 
(a) any solution u of Eq. (1) satisfying the relation 
u2(to) + u’2(to) > r2 at some point to E I, (14) 
and its derivative u’ have no common zeros; 
(b) there exists a solution u. of the problem (l), (5) continuable to the 
whole ofF, 
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(c) for a<t< b, x2 t y* > rz the inequality (6) holds where the 
functions p, q: I-+ R + are summable, p diJ?ers from zero on a set of positive 
measure, h: R: + R, is continuous and for all E (0 < E < n/2) 
lim (l/p) h(p cos (D, p sin cp) = t co 
p++CC 
uniformly with respect to a, E [0,7t/2 - E]. 
Then the assertion of Theorem 1 is valid. 
COROLLARY 4. Let f satisfy the Bernstein-Nagumo condition, and let the 
inequalities (6) and (10) be fulfilled in I x R *, where p, q and h are the same 
as in Theorem 3, the inclusion (8) holds, g, E L(I), g: R: + R + is 
continuous, does not decrease in both variables and 
lim p-+0+ (l/d g(k k9 = 0. (15) 
Then the assertion of Corollary 1 is valid. 
COROLLARY 5. Let f satisfy the Bernstein-Nagumo condition, and let the 
inequalities (6) and (10) hold in Z x R *, where the functions p, q, h, g, and g 
are the same as in Corollary 4, and g, < 0 and g, > 0 are constants 
satisfying (12) f or some integer K. Then the assertion of Corollary 1 is valid. 
Theorem 3 implies Theorem 5.1 of [ 61 (the alterations which should be 
made due to somewhat more general form of the differential equation studied 
in [6] are not essential), and the latter one, in turn, yields the main results of 
[ 1-3, 5 ] concerning the problem (1 ), (2). 
Finally, consider the problem (3), (2). 
COROLLARY 6. Let p: I + R + be a summable function distinct from zero 
on a set of positive measure, and let k # 1 be a positive constant. Set K = 0 if 
a@ and (b - a) sin a sin p < sin(a - /?); (16) 
K = 1 if either 
a>P and (b - a) sin a sin /3 > sin(a - p), 
or 
a<P and (b - a) sin a sin /I > sin(a - /I); 
and u=2 tf 
a<P and (b - a) sin a sin p < sin(a -/I). (17) 
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Then for any integer n 2 K the problem (3), (2) has a solution with exactly n 
zeros in ]a, b[, Moreover, the values established for K are unimprovable since 
the problem (3), (2) h as no solutions positive in ]a, b[ when (16) fails to hold 
and all solutions of this problem have at least two zeros in ]a, b[ when (17) 
is fulfilled. 
Remark. If the boundary conditions (2) are either of the form u(a) = 
u(b) = 0, u(a) = u’(b) = 0 or u’(a) = u(b) = 0, then (16) is valid. 
3. LEMMAS 
Throughout this paper suppose that (~~)im,~ isan arbitrary, but fixed, 
sequence of positive numbers tending to zero. We say that Wj: I-, R, j E 
{ 1,2,...}, is the jth average of a summable function w: I+ R if 
where w is assumed to be zero outside of I. 
First establish two statements on averages we use in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. Let the function w: I + R be summable. Then for any E > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that 
I ‘* 1 Wj(t)l dt < E (j = 1, 2,...) TI 
whenever “3j is the jth average of w, z,, z2 E I and z2 - t, < 6. 
Proof The assertion f the lemma easily follows from the relation 
I’* ) Gj(t)l dt < l;+;; / w(t)1 dt for a<z,<z,<b(j=1,2 ,... ),
TI I 
and the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral. 
LEMMA 2. Let x(. , x, y) (j = 1,2,...) be the jth average off (. ,x, Y> for 
every x, y E R, and let 
j li+m, 1’ Fj(t) dz = 0 uniformly with respect o t E I, (18) 
+ a 
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where Fj E L(Z) (j = 1, 2,...). Then any bounded in C’(Z) sequence (uj)j”= , of 
solutions of the equations 
u” = fj(t, u, u’) + Fj(t) (19) 
contains a subsequence converging in C’(Z) to a solution of (1). 
Proof: Let pO be a constant such that pj(t) < p,, for a < t < b (j = 1, 2,...), 
where 
Set 
pi(t) = &j’(t) + u;2(t> on I. (20) 
According to our assumptions, f * E L(Z). 
It is obvious that for any positive integer j 
sup{]@, x, y)l: x2 + Y2 < PiI G JJW on z, 
where f,? is the jth average off *. (By the way, the analog of this inequality 
for an arbitrary pO shows that all Jj satisfy the local Caratheodory 
conditions.) Therefore, applying (19), we obtain 
1 u;(t) - uj(s)l < jt &+(r) dt 
s 
+ / jstF,(r)dr 1 for a<s<t,<b (j=1,2,...). 
Hence, as the condition (18), Lemma 1 and the Arzela-Ascoli lemma imply, 
(uj),& contains a subsequence converging to some u in C’(Z). For the sake 
of convenience denote this subsequence also by (uj),’ r, 
Let E be a positive number. Choosej so large that 
[Uj(T) - U(S)]’ + [U;(Z) - U’(S)12 < E for r,sEZ, jr-s/<sj. 
Then 
(21) [.$(5> uj(r), U;(r)) - S(r, u(r), u’(t))] dr / 
<(hv(r;e)dT+ j;+“f*(r)dr+ j’+“f*(r)dr for a < t < b, 
a t - ej 
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wheref*(t) = 0, r E R\I and 
u(r; a) = SUP{If(? x1 3 Y,) - f(G x2> .Y,)l: 
(x, - x2j2 + (Y1 - Y2j2 < ET 4 + Y: <P& t E I. 
The right-hand side of (21) tends to zero as j + +oo and E + O+. Thus by 
(18) Eq. (19) yields 
u’(t) = u’(u) + j’ f(z, u(5), u’(s)) dT for a < t< b, 
(I 
i.e., u is a solution of (1). This completes the proof. 
The following essentially is a lemma on a priori bound. 
LEMMA 3. Let p, q: I + R + be summable, and let p dt@er from zero on a 
set of positive measure. Furthermore, suppose that h: R I-+ R + is continuous 
and for all suflciently small E > 0 
,“y+ (l/p)h(pcosrp,psino)=+co (,limm (l/p)h(pcosrp,psincp)=+co) 
uniformly with respect to v, E [0,x/2 - E]. Then for every integer n and real 
v, both positive, there exists a constant p,(v) such that any u E AC’([a,, b,]) 
satisfying the inequalities 
u”(t) sign u(t) < -Pj(t) 4 u(t>l, I u’(t>l> + cfi(t>(l u(t)1 + lu’(t>l>, (22) 
0 < @(t> + Ur2(t) G&(V) (du2(t) + u’2(t) > P,(V>> (23) 
on [a,, b,], where [a,, b,,] = A 
c bo p(t) dt > v, 
a0 
(24) 
j E { 1,2,...}, and pj and qj are the jth averages of p and q, respectively, has 
at least n zeros on the segment [a,, b,]. 
Proof. As Lemma 1 shows, for given n and v there exists a positive 
number 6 such that if r2 - r1 < 6, r,, t2 E Z, then 
2 &I” qj(t)dt < 1 (j= 1, 2 ,... ), 
=1 
4n jT* p(t)dt < v. 
=I 
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Putting 
E, = max(sj: j= 1, 2,...}, y = 4 min{ 1, a/so}, 
Q = i” q(t) dt, u = $ min{n/2, S/(1 + Q)}, 
ell 
(25) 
choose p,,(v) > 0 such that 
for 0 < P < &(V> (P 2 P,(V)), 0 < (0 < 7cP - a/2- 
Let [a,, b,,] cl and u EAC’([U,, b,]) satisfy (22~(24). Set 
p(t) = &2(t) + u’*(t) (27) 
and consider the maximal solution w of the problem 
ICI’ = [qjCt> fi - (l/P(t))Fj(t) W(t) ICOS Vl,p(t> Isin WI)] ICOS VI - sin2 Vu, 
w@,) = 742. (28) 
If rp: [a,, 6,] -+ R is an angular function of u and ~(a~) E ]-7t/2, z/2], then 
by (22) the theorem on differential inequalities (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 4.31) 
implies 
q(t) < V(t) for a,<t<b,. (29) 
According to (24) there exist ti E [a,, b,] (i = O,..., n) such that 
I 
li 
p(t) dt = (i/n@ 
00 
(30) 
We shall show that for any iE {O,..., n) 
y(ti) < n/2 - xi. (31) 
As is easy to verify, if 2ty(t*) & TC - 2ni for some t* E [q,, b,[ and 
integer i, then 2y(t) < n- 2ni on It*, b,]. Thus (31) is true for i= 0. 
Suppose that (3 1) holds for a certain i = m E {O,..., n - I}. Then 2y(t) < 
71 - 27cm on It,, b,]. When admitting the inequality 
iy(t, + 4~) < z/2 - 71m - a (32) 
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to be violated, we have the following possibilities: 
(i) for t, < t < t, + 40 
y(t) > n/2 - 72m - 21s; 
(ii) there exists E [t,, t,,, + 4a[ such that 
y(s) = 7712 - nm - 2a 
and (33) is fulfilled for s < t < t, + 4~. 
In the case of (i) by (25) and (28) we obtain 
(33) 
y(t, + 40) 6 v/(t,) + \/z sin 2a I 
I,+ 40 
qj(t) dt - 40 cos* 20 
tm 
< n/2 - 7cm - u, 
and if (ii) occurs, we have 
ty(t, + 4~) ,< y(s) + fi sin 2u 
i 
*m+4U gj(t) dt < r/2 - zrn - u. 
s 
Hence in boa cases we derive the contradictions to our admission, and so 
(32) holds. 
Let 
v(t m+, - 4~) > --n/2 - nm + u. (34) 
Then 
-7c/2 - 71m + u/2 < v/(t) ,< 7~12 - 71112 - u/2 on [t,+4u,t,+,-4401. 
(35) 
Really, otherwise there should exist [s, s2] c [t, + 40, t,, 1 - 401 such that 
I&J < v(t) ,< w(s2) for s, < t < s, and either 
ty(s,) = n/2 - nm - u, y(s,) = 7t/2 - zm - u/2, 
or 
u/&v,) = -n/2 - 7rrn + u/2, fy(s2) = --r/2 - nm + u. 
But this is impossible, because of the inequality 
W(S2) - ‘f’(Sl) Q fi uf’qj(t) dt - i(s, - S,) 
Sl 
and the choice of u. 
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Note that 
IT’ pj(t) dt > 4 min{ 1, (r2 - T,)/E~} lT’ p(t) dt 
=I TI 
for a < r, < r2 < b. According to (25) and (30) 
I 
tmtl-4~ 
At> dt > G’n). 
t,t4u 
Therefore t,,,+  - t, - 80 > 6 and 
1 
tmt1-40 
pj(t> dt 2 I/* t 
m 
t 4. 
Consequently, from (23), (26) (28) and (35) we obtain 
VJkl + 1 - 40) < I&, + 40) - 7r + 2a, 
which by (32) contradicts (34). Thus 
al t I - 4c7) ,< -?t/2 - 71111 + u. 
Applying now the arguments used for the proof of (32), we verify that 
(3 1) is fulfilled for i = m + 1 and so for all i E {O,..., n). Then (29) yields 
f&J < 7r/2 - nil. 
As the last inequality shows, u has at least n zeros on [a,, b,]. This 
completes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is well known (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 4.21) that if 
all solutions of a certain initial value problem for Eq. (1) are continuable to 
the whole of Z, then the set of these solutions is compact in C’(Z). By this we 
conclude that due to the condition (a) there exists a constant r* such that 
u’(t) + u”(t) < r** for a < t ,< b, (36) 
whenever u is a solution of (1) satisfying (4). 
Choose a nonnegative integer n > (/I - pJb))/z, denote by pj and qj 
(j = 1, 2,...) the jth averages of p and q, respectively, and set 
rO = min{d/ui(t) + u;‘(t): a < t < b} 
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and 
h*(x, y) = min{h(x, U),XA13 x,yER+, (37) 
where A is an arbitrary constant from the interval IO, 1 [. Because of the 
condition (b), r0 > 0. 
According to Lemma 3 there exists a positive number u,, < r,/2 such that 
if [a,, b,] cI, 
!’ 
bo 
*I3 
P@> dt (38) 
and u E AC’([a,, b,]) satisfies the inequalities 
u”(l) sign u(t) < -Fj(t> h*(I 4f>l, I u’(f)11 + qjCt)(l u t)l + I u’(t>l) (39) 
and 
u2(t> + d’(t) < q; 
for a, < t < b,, then u has at least three zeros on [a,, b,]. 
Now define constants q,,, (m = l,..., n + 1) by the recurrent relation 
.’ 
where 6,,- r E 10, 1 ] is such that 
*I* 1 [f*(t)+ 2fT(t)+ (r* + l)(pj(t)+ l)] dt =I 
-G arm-, for r,rr2EI,r2-5,<8,n-, (j=1,2....), 
f*(t) = sup(lf(t, x, y)l: x2 + y2 < (r* + 1)2 I on I, 
andf,? is the jth average off * (a,,_, exists by Lemma 1). 
Put 
x@, PI = 1 for sap, 
= 2sjp - 1 for p/2 < s <p, p > 0, 
=o for O<s<p/2, 
and consider the equation 
u” = jp, u, u’), (40) 
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where, for tE1, x,yER,jE (1,2 ,... },
and f;.(. , x, y) is the jth average of f(. , x, y). 
Note (cf. (2 1)) that (18) is fulfilled. So, applying Lemma 2, we easily (by 
contradiction) prove the existence ofj, such that ifj > jO, then all solutions 
u of (40) for which (4) holds are continuable to the whole of 1 and 
u’(t) + u’*(t) < (r* + 1)’ for a < t< b. 
Fix some j > j,. Since the function p,? is positive and absolutely 
continuous, the equation 
u” = -pj*(t) /u 1.’ sign u (42) 
has no nonzero solutions satisfying zero initial conditions (see 1 lo]). 
Therefore Eq. (40) has no such solutions as well. Furthermore, if u,?: I+ R 
is a solution of (42) under the initial conditions 
u(a) = 2 cos(a + Iri). u’(a) = 2 sin(a + rci) (43) 
with sufficiently small z > 0, then ~,j+ satisfies (40) and, according to 
Lemma 3, has at least n + 2 zeros on the segment I, i.e., 2p,?(b) ,< -r - 2m, 
where o,T is an angular function of u,; and pJ*(a) = a. 
On the other hand, U, also is a solution of (40). But q?(b) </I - m < 
(o,(b). Thus (see 14, p. 1821) for a certain z E IO, r] the initial value problem 
(40), (43) possesses a solution uj with an angular function qj such that 
cpj(a) = a, qj(b) = p - m. So uj is a solution of the boundary value problem 
(40), (2) having exactly n zeros in la, b[ and 
(-l)j Uj(t) > 0 
As we have shown. 
for t > a sufficiently close to a. (44) 
pj(f) < r* + 1 for a < t< 6, (45) 
where pj is defined by (20). 
Let 
a=t,<t, <... <t,,+,=b, llj(t[) = 0 (I = l,..., n). (46) 
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We shall show that if Z, m E {O,..., n} and pj(r*) > I?,,, for a certain t* E 
It,, tl+,l, then 
PjCr) 2 Vm + I for t* <t< t,,,. (47) 
Put 
i j 
t 
a,(t) = $v,d, exp -3 IIrj(t> + 11 d7 for t”<t<t,+,; t* 1 
s = supit E It*, t,, l]:pj(z) > a,(t) for t* < z < t}, 
and admit the inequality s < t,, i to hold. Then the following possibilities 
exist :
(i) Ujl(S) Uj(S) > 0; (ii) uj(s) uj(s) < 0; (iii) u;(s) = 0. 
(48) 
First consider (i). Set 
s, = inf{t E [t*, s]: u;(s) ~~(7) > 0 for t < 7 <s}. 
We have pj(s) > 1 uj(s)] > ] uj(s,)]. When s, > t*, ] uj(s,)] = pj(s,) and thus 
pj(S) > a,(s). The same inequality is obviously true when s0 = t* and 
I uj(t*I 2 VnJ2. 
If s0 = t* and ]uj(t*)] < ~,,,/2, then lull > 3~,,,/4. Hence, according to 
(40), (45) and the choice of 6,, either t* + 6, > s and ] u!(s)] > ~,,,/2, or
t* + 6, < s and ( Uj(S)] > ( Uj(t * + S,)] > qrn 6,/2. 
Let (ii) occur. Since q,,, < r,/2 < r, from (6) we obtain 
U;(t) sign U;(t) 2 -qj(t)(l Uj(t)l + 1 Uj(t)l) 
in a certain right-hand neighborhood of s. Thus by the theorem on 
differential nequalities 
Pj(t) 2 Pi(s) exp 
in that neighborhood. 
Besides, (iii) implies 
I Uj(t)l > 1uj(s>l - Iuj(s>l (t - s)/2 2 PjCs> ew(s - l> 
for t > s sufficiently c ose to s. 
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Therefore, in any case the inequality s < t,, leads to contradiction. 
Taking now into consideration that 
lb ‘&(t) dt < Jb q(t) dt, 
0 a 
we get (47). 
Evidently, for some I* E {O,..., n} 
I 
*/‘+I 
p(t) dt 2 & jb p(t) dt. 
t1- a 
(49) 
(50) 
If pi(t) < ‘lo n the segment [t ,* ,t,, + I 1, then uj satisfies (39) on this segment 
and should vanish somewhere in It,, , t,,, , [. Since it is not the case, 
pj(t*) > vo at some t* E [t,*, t,.,, J. Thus, as we have shown, pj(t) > qr for 
t*<t<t,*,,. The last inequality, inturn, implies 
Pjtt> 2 VI+ 1 for t ,*+I< t,<t,*+,+, (Z= l)...) n-I”), 
whenever I” < n. Hence pj(t) > q,+ 1 for t* < t < b. The same estimate can 
be similarly established for a < t < t*. 
Therefore 
?n+ 1 < Pjtt) G r* + l for a< t < b, 
and SO Uj satisfies the equation 
u" = fj(t9 k U') + X(Pj(t)Y ro) Fj(t) (51) 
on the segment I. Finally, applying (44) and Lemma 2, we easily verify that 
the problem (l), (2) has a desired solution. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As Lemma 22 of 111 J implies (see also Proof of 
Theorem 2 in [ II]), there exists r* such that if u E AC’(I) satisfies the 
boundary conditions (2) and 
u”(t) sign u(t) > g,(t) INl - g2(0 I WI - goWgOW~ W>l) (52) 
on Z, then the inequality (36) is fulfilled. 
Set on IX R2 
.6&,x, Y> = g,W +x(dWq r*>tf(tT-c y)- g,(t)xl, 
40919711-2 
16 
where 
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X(% P> = 1 for O,<s<p, 
= 2 - s/p for p <s < 2p, p > 0, (53) 
=o for s>2p. 
Let i E (0, l}, and let z be a suffkiently arge positive number. Then a 
solution u0 of the equation u” = g,(t)u nder the initial conditions (43) at 
the same time satisfies the equation 
u” = fo(t, u, u’). (54) 
Denote by rp, the angular function of u0 for which (D&I) = a. According to 
Definition 1 and the theorem on differential inequalities, pO(b) > 8. 
Moreover, all solutions of (54) are continuable to the whole ofl. Thus, as 
follows from Theorem 1, for any nonnegative integer n the problem (54), (2) 
has a solution u with exactly n zeros in ]a, b[ and (7) holds. 
Note that (10) yields (52). Hence by the choice of r*, u is a solution of 
(1). This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let pi and qj be the jth averages of p and q, respec- 
tively, and let 
r. = max{ &l;(t) + U;*(t) : a,<t<b). 
Choose some nonnegative integer n > (p - p,,(b))/n, set (37) for a certain 
;1 > 1 and assume that r and o are the functions appearing in the definition 
of the Bernstein-Nagumo condition (see Definition 2). 
We define positive constants y,,, (m = O,..., n + 1) as follows. According to 
Lemma 3 there exists y0 > 2r, such that if [a,,, b,] cl, (38) holds, 
u E AC’([a,, b,]) satisfies (39) and 
U*(t) + u’*(t) > y; for a,<t<bb,, 
then u has at least hree zeros in [a,, b,]. When y,,, isalready given for some 
m E (O,..., n} put 
c m+l=Ymexp 3 u ,D [s(t) + 11 dtj 
and denote by y,,,+ 1 any number such that 
I 
Ym+1 ds 
w(r; L+l) 
> b&;im+rW+25,+,. 
Ym i a 
(55) 
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Consider Eq. (40), where the function Ji is defined by (41) and (53) 
A(. , x, u) is the jth average of f(- , x, u) for every x, ,v E R and q,,+ ,= 
+ Ll+,. All solutions of Eq. (42) are continuable to the whole of Z (this 
%ows from the results of several authors, see, e.g., the review paper [IO]), 
so (40) has the same property. 
On the other hand, according to the condition (a) there exists a positive 
constant r * such that if u is a solution of (1) satisfying (14) then 
u’(t) + d’(t) > r*2 in the domain of U. Therefore, applying (18) and 
Lemma 2, we easily verify that u2(t) + u’*(t) > (~*/2)~ on Z whenever u is a 
solution of (40) the inequality (14) holds and j > jO, where j, is a certain 
integer. 
Fix now some j > j,. By Lemma 3 a solution u,? of the problem (42), (43) 
with a suffkiently large positive z has at least n + 2 zeros on 1. Thus, by 
repeating the corresponding arguments carried out in Proof of Theorem 1, we 
conclude that there exists a solution uj of the boundary value problem (40), 
(2) with exactly n zeros in ]a, b[ and, in addition, (44) holds. 
Define the function pj: I+ R + and the points t, E Z (I = O,..., n + 1) by 
(20) and (46), respectively. Let 1, m E (O,..., n} and pj(t*) < yrn at a certain 
t* E [t,, tl+ 1]. We have to show that 
/Uj(tl~Cm+I~ IUJ(a < Y,+ I for t*<t<t,+,. (56) 
Set 
u 
I 
~A~> = Y, ew t [qjC7) + ll d7 f* 1 
for t*<t<t,+,, 
s = sup{t E [t*, t,, ,I: ]uj(t)] < u,(t) for t* < r < I}. 
If s < t,, 1, then one of the possibilities (i)--(iii) from (48) exists. 
Consider (i). Since yrn > 2r, and 1 uj(s)] = a,(s), there exists 
s,=inf{tE [t*,s]:u’(7)~(7)>0,~j(7)>2r0fort<7~s}. 
According to (6) 
u;(t) sign u,l(t) < c-ljCf)(l uj(t>l + I uj'(f>l> for s, < t < s + e, 
where E > 0 is suffkiently small. Hence, by the theorem on differential ine- 
qualities, 
(1 
f 
PjCt> G PjCsO> ew t [qj(‘) + ’1 d7 for s, < t ,< s + E. sg 1 
This, because of the relation pj(sO) < um(s,,), contradicts the definition of s. 
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Furthermore, in both the cases (ii) and (iii) for t > s suffkiently close to s 
we have u;(t) sign uj(t) < 1 uj(t)l implying ] uj(t)l < ] uj(s)] exp(t - s), which is 
also impossible. 
Thus, s = tl+ I and so /uj(t)l<C,+, for t*<t<t[+,. 
Admit (56) to be violated. Then there exists a segment [s,, s2] c [t*, t,, ,] 
such that 
b$(sJ= Ymv lqs*>l= Ymt 19 ym < [u;(t)1 <Y*+~ for s, < t < s2. 
Due to (13) and (40), 
I q(t)1 < (-(I uj’(t)l; L+ J@j(t> -t l uj(t>l> for s,<t<ss,, 
where 6 is the jth average of r(. ; [, + ,)X’his implies 
contradicting (55). Therefore, (56) holds. 
Evidently, there exists I* E {O,..., n} such that (50) is satisfied. Since uj 
does not vanish in It,*, t,.+ ,[, we have pj(t*) < y,, at a certain t* E [t,,, t,*+ ,]. 
Then, as has been shown above, 
I uj(t>l G 413 I @>I G 71 for t*<t<t,,+,, 
which, in turn, gives 
l”jttI G Cl+13 I# Q Y/+* for t ,*+, < t < tj*+/+, (I= l,..., n - 1”) 
if I* < n. Thus the relations 5,+ yI < qn+ r (I = l,..., n + 1) yield pj(t) < vn+, 
for t* < t < b. The same inequality can be derived for a < t < t* in a similar 
way. 
Consequently, 
r”/2 G PjCt> G rln+ 1 for a< t< b, 
and uj satisfies (51) on the segment I. The existence of a desired solution of 
the problem (l), (2) follows now from (44) and Lemma 2. This completes 
the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Choose i E (0, 1) and note that by (6), (10) and 
(11) all solutions of Eq. (1) are continuable to the whole of I. Hence, if r > 0 
is sufficiently large, then a solution U, of the problem (1) (5) and its 
derivative ~6have no common zeros on I. 
Denote by p0 the angular function of u0 such that qo(a) = cz, and set (20) 
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with j = 0. According to (10) and the theorem on differential inequalities, 
oO(f) > v(t) for a < t < b, where w is the solution of the equation 
I# = gl(t) cos* ry - g2(t) Jcos w sin w] 
- sin* I - (V~dO) go(t) gh(t>~ M>> 
under the initial condition w(a) = a. Since w continuously depends on the 
right-hand side of this equation, the relation (11) implies that by increasing r
in (5) we can make v/ to be arbitrarily close to the solution a, of the problem 
(9). Thus, for sufficiently arge r > 0 we have qo(b) > /3 - TVC. 
It remains now to apply Theorem 1. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 4. Choose i E (0, 1 }. Due to (6) (10) and (15) 
Eq. (1) has no nonzero solutions under zero initial conditions. Hence, by 
repeating the arguments carried out in Proof of Corollary 1, we conclude 
that if r > 0 is sufficiently small, then p,(b) > /I - ~CK, where o0 is the angular 
function of a solution u0 of (l), (5) and o,(a) = a. Thus, we can apply 
Theorem 3. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Corrolaries 2, 3 and 5. Rewriting the solution v, of the problem 
(0’ = g, cos2 p-g,]cosa,sinu,]-sin’o, da> = a, 
by quadratures, we conclude (for details ee [8]) that (12) implies (8). Hence 
Corollaries 2, 3 and 5 are consequences of Corollary 1, Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 4, respectively. 
Remark. Regarding Theorem 2 and its Corollary 3, the term 
&wg(l47 IYD PP a earing in the inequality (10) can be replaced by 
dt, 1x1, Ivl>, where d-,x, y):I+R+ is measurable for every x, y E R + , 
g(t, a, a): R: -+ R, is continuous, does not decrease in both variables for 
almost every t E Z and 
lim I/p(b g(t,p,p)dt=O. 
p++CC (2 
This follows from the conditions of Lemma 22 of [ 111 used in Proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollary 6. First we easily verify that if K is defined as in the 
corollary, then (8) with gj(t) = 0 (j = 1,2) holds. So the existence of desired 
solutions follows from Corollary 1 for J. < 1 and from Corollary 4 for ,l > 1. 
Assume that u is a solution of (3), (2) positive in ]a, b[. Then u has an 
angular function rp satisfying the conditions 
(57) 
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This function, obviously, is a solution of the equation 
cp’ = -p(t)p-I(t) lcos q7jA+’ - sin’(o (58) 
with p defined by (27). Since cp does not increase on I and is not constant, 
(57) yields a > p. If, in addition, a/I < 0, then (16) is true. When up > 0, the 
relations (57) and (58) give 
ctg j3 - ctg a > b - a, (59) 
and we get (16) again. 
Finally, let (17) hold, and let there exist a solution u of the problem (3), 
(2) with only one zero in ]a, b[. Then a < 0, p > 0 and Eq. (58) where p is 
defined by (27) has a solution rp for which ~(a) = a, p(b) = j3 - rt. But that is 
impossible since (59) contradicts (17). 
Thus we cannot reduce the values of rc in the conditions of the corollary. 
This completes the proof. 
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